Litter Gitter Tee ensemble with three R's for every Golfer is ideal for 1st and 10th tees, or can be spotted around course. Big help to Superintendents in getting player and caddie cooperation. Supported by 2-inch standard pipe to which Litter Gitter and ball washer can be attached. Three R's plaque (12½ x 15½ ins.) also available for lockerroom or other places. For details, see your local dealer or write – L. G. COMPANY... 9000 Milwaukee Avenue, Des Plaines, Illinois

Leo Feser building another 9 close to his 9-hole course at Wayzata, Minn. Construction started on new 18 for Wayzata (Minn.) CC... Allied Golf Clubs of Berkshire County (Mass.) at 52d annual meeting, held at CC of Pittsfield, Mass., announced 35 tournaments for the summer. New boy joins the team... Mr. Kim Pencovic born April 14 to Marie and Pinky Pencovic... He weighed in at 7 lbs. 13½ oz. and started right away yelling for room service... His daddy is very well known golf salesman on the far western beat. Hunter Gammon and Jesse Wall constructing 9-hole course near Reidsville, N.C. Course eventually to be 18... Clement Johnston, Penrose Park pro, was architect of the Reidsville course which Gammon and Wall are putting in to “increase property values, stimulate civic pride and possibly attract new industries.”

Gil Middleton, after 40 years with Country Club of Pittsfield, Mass., as its pro-supt., is retiring... Ed Toole, Pittsfield golf writer, paid fine tribute to the merry man from Montrose in newspaper piece telling of Gil's helpfulness to amateurs and pros in New England golf... Joe Lopez, pro at Muleshoe (Tex.) G&CC, says new watered course of club which will open in mid-July represents $50,000 course built for $17,000 because of members' contributions of labor, machine work and materials... Lopez, who came to Muleshoe from pro job at Brownfield, Tex., claims new course will have no superior for playing qualities and beauty in West Texas.

An 8-weeks course in turfgrass management will begin in Nov., 1957, at the College of Agriculture, Pennsylvania State University, State College, Pa.

"Dutch" Hood, shop manager for Claude Harmon at Winged Foot, recently married to Nancy Mobus... The two met when Dutch was asst. to Leo Fraser at Atlantic City (N.J.) CC... George Kreischer on the job as new pro at Asbury Park G&CC, Neptune City, N.J. introducing himself to the club's golfers with a clinic and show in which he was assisted by Andy Sikora, pro at Beacon Hill CC... Kreischer and Sikora busy four nights a week with group lessons in Jersey.

"Red" Dennison, pro at Green Acres CC (Chicago dist.) has completed arrangements for the National Blind tournament, July 28, at Navajo Hills CC, (Chicago dist.)... Blacksburg (Va.) CC, newly organized,
THE RENOVATORE

A combination aerating and renovating machine with a complete differential action that will follow any contour and penetrate heavily matted turf.

Equipped with curved, saw-toothed knives that slice 2-3-4 inches in depth and do not tear the surface.

Send for catalog.

ROLCOR
1208 2nd Ave. So., Minneapolis 3, Minn.
the course for 20 years... Lee Koster now pro at Weakuntanzan CC, between Grand Rapids and Muskegon, Mich.

Vermont State Open returns to Lake Morey CC, Fairlee, Vt., June 25 and 26. Pro prize money $1000; amateurs $500 in merchandise... Last year's Vermont Open at Lake Morey club so successful, state assn. voted to hold event there for next five years... Robert N. Ward, club pres., says cooperation of Johnnie Boda of PGA invaluable in putting the tournament across O.K... Tenth annual Pee Wee championships, conducted by Greater Orlando (Fla.) Chamber of Commerce, to be played at Pine Hills G&CC, Orlando, June 16-17.

Robert Trent Jones, on course design, John Monteith on turf and “Scotty” Stewart on watering and drainage, collaborating on plans for course at “West Point of the Air” at Silver Springs, Colo... Anthony G. Koegel succeeds Philip H. Goldsmith as pres., MacGregor Sports Products, Inc... Phil is moving up to be chairman of the board... Tony, who has been with Goldsmith 35 years, is first fellow outside Goldsmith family to be president of the company.

GO!
with
Jetgo

LEAVE TROUBLE BEHIND

Jetgo
Electric Golf Car
Sales and Rental

• 4 Wheels—6:00/16 Balloon Tires
• 2-Wheel JETOMATIC Drive
• Distance—Play golf all day on one battery charge

Jetgo MFG. CO.
Chicago 30, Ill.
Phone: MUIberry 5-1659
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CUT MOWINGS
CUT COSTS...

with
MH-40

Now, with MH-40, you can actually slow the growth of grasses of your roughs and you can reduce cuttings to as few as twice a season. Think what a saving this means in labor and equipment costs.

Order MH-40 from your local supplier today. Contact us if unable to locate source of supply.

United States Rubber

Naugatuck Chemical Division
Naugatuck, Connecticut
Check your Dolge supply list
Weed killers
Insecticides
Mole and gopher killers
Golf ball cleaners

Rid Turf of Insects
SOLEXTO
For turf use—Kills Japanese beetles, chinchbugs and other insects. Dilute in up to 400 parts of water.

Eradicate Weeds on Parking Lots, Roads
S.S. WEED KILLER
Soil Sterilant—Speedy killer of all types of weeds. Keeps parking lots, drives, walks, gutters clear. Spray or sprinkle. Dilute in up to 40 parts of water.

Free Turf of Dandelions, Plantain
E.W.T. (2,4-D) WEED KILLER
Selective—Attacks weeds only. Rids turf of undesirable growth without injuring good grass. Non-poisonous. One gallon to 3 acres. Dilute in up to 400 parts of water.

Exterminate moles and gophers
NOMOLE
Chemically treated grain. Exterminates moles, gophers, prairie dogs, field mice and other pests. Place in holes or nesting areas.

Clean Golf Balls Thoroughly
DOLCO PINE CLEANER
Safe in any machine; has pine aroma; efficient and agreeable.

For literature on above products write to The C. B. Dolge Company, Westport, Conn.

John Henry Taylor celebrated his 85th birthday at his home in Windmill Lane, Eng., overlooking the Royal North Devon links at Westward Ho! . He still takes a walk of a mile or more daily and sings in the church choir every Sunday . . . Tam O'Shanter CC (Chicago dist.) in its club publication says that club pro Lou Strong in three weeks lost 300 balls from the golf range.


Fred Grau demonstrated aerifying and verticutting at Central Illinois GCSA Assn. at Peoria's Newman muny course and gave the fellows a turf survey lecture with slides, accenting the watering problems. . . . Joe Kelly, Davis salesman, got this group organized three years ago and it's going good . . . Next night Grau spoke to 250 members of Peoria Golfers' Assn. . . . Rhodell E. Owens, Director, Peoria Parks, presented Fred as part of information program on what's being done for golfers at Peoria's muny courses.

Ed Morey, smart and successful operator of semi-private courses in the Detroit dist., has built three new 9-hole layouts, all con-
1956 HIGHLAND CADDY

COSTS LESS ... YET OUTPERFORMS 'EM ALL!

You don’t pay for unnecessary frills!

The 1956 Highland Caddy Electric Golf Car is soundly designed to give you a comfortable easy ride with plenty of power when you need it! Reserve power gives over 36 holes on a battery charge and there’s no unnecessary weight to “drag” on your power. Extra rugged for trouble-free operation . . . simple design for easy servicing.

AND IT SELLS AT A NEW LOW PRICE!

ALL THE FEATURES YOU WANT:

• Powered by four “Mr. Big” 165 A.H. Batteries.
• Fool-proof automatic 25 AMP battery charger!
• Simple electrical system contained in one unit!
• Comfortable ALL foam rubber seats for two!
• Rugged all welded steel construction!
• Wide base 6.00 x 6 cushion tires!
• Safe sensible speed of 10 MPH!
• Every component easily replaceable!
• Heavy duty automobile type differential!
• Your choice of 5 vivid colors and an canopy if you want one!

Write: HIGHLAND CAR CO., Box 2222, Dept. A, Jackson, Miss.
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THE GOLFER'S PAL SCORE KEEPER

For those who want the best

Designed to be worn on wrist without interfering with stroke. Perfect gift or tournament prize. Precision, dependability, and simplicity in operation make it standard golf accessory.

Model No. 1-X $5.00;
Model No. 1 $3.50

BORM MANUFACTURING CO.
23 N. Union Street Elgin, Ill. 95
Mrs. Harold Sargent at the Masters and mighty lucky to be there. Mary was just out again after hospitalization following critical surgery. George S. May had close competition in winning Golf Writers' "Man of the Year" award. Writers gave Patty Berg a lot of votes as the one who'd done most for golf in 1956. George was to receive Bill Richardson memorial award from Writers during the Masters but important business deal compelled him to change his plans.

Central Plains Turfgrass Assn. and Kansas Turfgrass Assn. have meetings at Topeka in June. Boca Raton club to get back on major tournament calendar next winter with amateur mixed foursome event previously held at Everglades club, Palm Beach, being transferred there. Jack McAuliffe, chairman of the annual event, has very interesting plans for it. There will be the biggest amateur and social event of winter golf. Boca Raton under Arthur Vining Davis ownership and probably new management will be scene of several other big golf events next winter, according to vp, Jim McGoldrick.

Rumors but nothing official by April 25 from Boca Raton or Tommy Armour on whether or not Armour would be at Boca Raton as golf pro next season. Armour's been there since the late Clarence H. Geist established the club as the most luxurious private golf club in the world. Notables from all over the world have come to Boca Raton for Armour instruction. Morris McLemore, Miami Daily News sports editor says Boca Raton without Armour would be like the Louvre without the Mona Lisa. Ben Hogan has made a deal with British Broadcasting Co. to tell two main points of difference between American and British pros with the telecast being about the time Hogan and Snead are in London to play as U.S. team in John Jay Hopkins' Canada Cup and International Trophy matches June 24, 25, and 26 at Wentworth. Hogan decided to play again in U.S. Open but hasn't said (April 25) whether he'll enter British Open. Sam Snead says he'll play in British Open at Royal Liverpool, July 2-6.

British sports writers made announcement of Hopkins international event for Wentworth top line news. Fred Corcoran put on press party in London releasing the information. Writers say Hopkins bringing pros from 26 nations to England will give England the golf Olympics.

Glenn E. Miller, Madison, Wis., building contractor, buys Mt. Horeb (Wis.) CC and plans extensive improvement. Roselle (Ill.) CC, 27-hole semi-private layout, sold for $332,500. Loud cheers by day and night in home of Leo McNamara, Wilson New York salesman, for and by the new son. Roy Hunter now pro at Bel-Mar CC, Belvidere, Ill.

Concession business at Masters tournament included 6000 sandwiches for Thursday, 8000 for Friday, 20,000 for Saturday and 22,000 for Sunday. About 72,000 bottles of soft drinks, mainly the wine of the country, Coca Cola, sold during the Masters. No figures on sale of the five kinds of beer, oceans of milk, eight brands of cigarettes, two of cigars, seven kinds of candies, cookies, etc. Prices are fair at the Masters concessionaire stands.

Paul Hahn's new Universal short "Swing High, Swing Lo" showing Paul's new trick shots and a quick lesson, in Technicolor, had world premiere at Augusta during the Masters. It's the most interesting, entertaining picture job of the many the brilliant Hahn has done.

NEW BOOKS

BETTER GOLF IN FIVE MINUTES. By J. Victor East. Published by Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Price $3.95

Victor, an old-timer as pro, club designer and promoter (he brought Joe Kirkwood to the U.S. and got Joe started in trick-shooting) gets down to what he calls "The Basic Movement" in this book he'd had in preparation for years.

The "basic movement" is the performance in what's usually called "the hitting zone." There are many variations in the ways experts take the club back and swing down but all the good ones look about the same from the point when they get close to hitting the ball until it's well on its journey. East begins his "five minute plan" of basic training by instructing the reader to brush the sole of a golf club squarely along the floor, grass or other level surface for three inches. He says "Do this with a half swing; never mind how you swing—just keep brushing the surface squarely until you get the feel of it."

East long has specialized in club design and this accent is reflected in his book which urges letting the club do the work for which it was designed. He tells more about club design and the details of properly fitting clubs than has appeared in any other golf book. This club material makes very interesting and helpful reading for the vast majority of golfers and presents information that can be used profitably by many professionals in their merchandising of clubs.

East's book is easy to read, easy to understand and easy to apply. When he writes "the key to good golf is in the club" he is expressing a selling invitation to the pro shop.
Pros Star as School Masters
(Continued from page 64)

plan will grow very fast from now on. There were 28 assistants registered. While attendance was relatively small I believe that the early date had something to do with it. Regardless of the fact that only 28 attended I am more enthusiastic about the plan than ever.

"After the meeting quite a few of the assistants remarked to Joe Devany and myself that they felt sorry for those fellows who didn't show up and felt that when the word got around of how interesting and educational this affair was, we would have a full house next time.

"My own reaction to the whole affair was that the older and experienced pros can perform a valuable service not only for their own benefit but for the game as a whole through programs of this sort. Our program convinced me that the younger fellows are eager to learn."

Golf Car Survey Made by
Met (N.Y.) Golf Assn.

Metropolitan Golf Assn., 40 E. 38th st., New York, has published in booklet form the golf car survey it made among 145 private clubs in the district. Replies were received from 80 clubs. Copies of the report are available at 25 cents each. The broad scope of replies makes interesting and helpful material for club officials and committees.

Presidio GC of San Francisco will be the site of the 53rd Western Open. Tournament dates are still open although it is expected the meet will be held Oct. 11-14. San Francisco Jr. C of C is joining with WGA and local businessmen in helping to put the tournament over. Prize money will total $22,500.

Sit-N-Rest Cart-Bag
Combines Many Features

A new golfer's Cart-Bag which combines cart, bag, seat and all other features a golfer needs in one simple lightweight unit, has been developed by Sit-N-Rest Golf Bag Co., 2400 W. Clybourn St., Milwaukee, Wis. Offered in attractive new color combinations, with bag portion of vinyl leatherette, the new Cart-Bag also has a handy umbrella holder with strap which also carries jackets and sweaters in addition to regular storage pockets.

The new Cart-Bag features easy "one finger pull" convenience due to its light weight. Clubs are carried in a head-down position, keeping weight low and permitting pulling the entire unit in a near horizontal position. This produces a "floating" effect.

Irons are carried in long sleeve-like pockets protecting grips, shafts and heads from nicking and scuffing. Woods are placed in individual pockets which serve as head covers with shafts held by rubber retainers. Clashing of club heads and club rattle when wheeling are entirely eliminated.
Tests Show Effectiveness of Aqua-Gro in Dew Control

Aqua-Gro, the non-ionic wetting agent which induces deep and uniform water penetration in hard-to-wet soils, promises welcome relief to the problem of controlling dew, according to field test reports to the makers.

According to the prominent course equipment dealers who conducted the dew tests, Aqua-Gro proved the most effective control for dew yet brought to their attention.

Following the first two applications of the material, the problem of early morning dew was solved. The tests also included heavy sprinkler applications of water on some of the treated areas with no resultant accumulation of water within five minutes following the shut-off. Four weeks elapsed between the first and second applications of Aqua-Gro in the tests which were made at Breakers Beach GC., Palm Beach, Fla. In addition to the dew elimination, test plugs showed more uniform saturation of the soil in the green areas treated with the material than those left untreated.

Control of heavy dew, the bane of most course superintendents, adds another awaited benefit to Aqua-Gro’s qualities of achieving adequate and uniform water penetration in heavier soils, on slopes, etc. with the resultant more efficient utilization of fertilizer and encouragement to deeper, more abundant root development. Complete information from Aquatrols Corp., 730 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Model 10 Simplex Rotary Balancer, mfd. by Fate-Root-Heath Co., Plymouth, O., makes it possible for any serviceman to accurately balance and track any rotary blade mower with mounting holes up to 1¾-in. in diameter.

The demand is terrific and the profits are quick. PAR TUBES superior construction proves them tops in the field. A Must for any golfer who wants to protect his grips the full bag length and obtain a friction-proof bag with an individual compartment for each club. PAR TUBES are dropped into oval or round type bags allowing a numerical arrangement of clubs. PAR TUBES fit into and strengthen individual compartment bags, allowing full free use of EVERY compartment.

PAR TUBES are Strong — Moistureproof — They are endorsed by Pros and Amateurs alike as a great idea for keeping grips in fine condition and protecting clubs against marring by careless handling.

Packed in cartons of 42 and 144

Contact Your Local Distributor or PAR TUBES—
begun publication of a monthly "Golf Shoe Sales Builder and News." The first issue is devoted to the peculiarities of feet, gives tips on proper measurements and includes some golf chit chat. Also available from Eaton for the pro is a folder or envelope stuffer which can be used as a promotion piece when monthly statements are mailed out.

True Temper Booklet Lists Rules, Other Interesting Golf Information

True Temper Corp., 1623 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, O. has recently made available a booklet, "Better Golf," which should be of great interest to all golfers. It describes the famous True Temper shafts, lists 16 rules of golf etiquette, gives a description of scoring methods and also presents, in capsule form, the rules of the game. The booklet also provides space for the individual's equipment record as well as his scoring achievements.

International Introduces New Blade for Grading

Changes in design and additional attachments are announced by International Harvester Co. for the McCormick U-34 power loader, used on the International 800 Utility tractor. The new loader, the U-34A, is equipped with a manually operated mechanical trip, with the hydraulic bucket control available for those who want it. Both the hydraulic

HYPER-HUMUS PUTS THE "TOP" IN TOPSOIL . . . The ideal organic soil conditioner and improver for better lawns, bigger flowers, crisper vegetables. Time tested for over 40 years — used on over 1,000 golf courses, Yankee Stadium, Garden State Parkway, Rutgers Stadium — and hundreds of famous public places. Sold bag or bulk. See your dealer.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET

HYPER-HUMUS COMPANY
NEWTON 20  NEW JERSEY
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bucket and the manure fork now have rounded backs, and an extension plate for the top of the bucket also is available. New attachments include a 7 ft., 18-in. high blade.

In the case of the seven-foot blade, either end can be set to lead or either end can be raised or lowered in respect to the other end. A third adjustment permits changing the pitch of the blade to give a more or less cutting angle. This attachment is used in grading and leveling new lawns, making and maintaining drives for new homes, landscaping, backfilling, snow plowing, and other earth and materials moving work.

New Schertz Umbrella

Doesn’t Restrict Visibility

Schertz Umbrellas, Inc., has developed a new umbrella with plastic panel insert that allows perfect visibility for the holder. Covered in imported English water-proof tightly woven cotton twill, this ten-rib umbrella is available in solid colors or bold continental multi-stripes and features fully seasoned handsome birch wood shafts with personalized handles. The double-stretcher on ribs prevents the umbrella from turning inside out.

Man-sized for fully insured dry coverage, it is available from Schertz Umbrellas, Inc., 30 West Street, New York, N. Y.

Lebanon Appoints Odenkirk Florida Sales Rep

Lebanon Chemical Corp., Lebanon, Pa., has appointed E. B. Odenkirk, Florida sales representative for Lebanon Garden Supply chemical and fertilizers, including the popular sheep and cow manures, Turf-Organic (100% Chicago Activated Sludge) and the new Uniform 10-6-4 specialty fertilizer.

Replacing Odenkirk in his former district is Robert L. “Bob” Jones, 1925 National Road West, Richmond, Ind., for Ohio, Ind., Ky., and W. Va.

In line with Lebanon’s current expansion program, the William J. McGee Co., 502-C Maritime Bldg., Seattle 4, Wash., will represent Lebanon in Wash., Ore., Mont., and the Idaho territory.